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GOT WATER?

Our economy is in crisis - Just not enough money for everyone to sustain their
previous lifestyle and now several thing are occurring

1. Everyone is cutting back on their usage of money and making wise decisions
on their purchases

2. Globally governments are bailing out financial institutions and big business
who did not manage or use their money wisely in the past/

3. Everyone is learning that we can not continue with business as usually, all over
the world people are having to make difficult choices about their finances that
will effect the future of many generations to come

4. This country is in an important period where change needs to occur quickly
and smartly, the world IS watching

Just like with the economy the world is beginning to realize that we are now
experiencing the starting point of global water crises!!

1. People are slowly cutting back on unnecessary water usage and are starting to
making wise choices on when and where to consume water

2. Globally people are suffering from the lack of clean, fresh water and there is
no government that can bail us all out of this crisis

3. Everyone is learning that we can not continue with business as usually, all
over the world people are having to make difficult choices concerning how
much water they can obtain for food, cleanliness, health and industry uses, the
choices made today will affect the future of not only many generations of
humans to come but the health of all ecological systems on this planet!

4. This county is in an important period where change needs to occur quickly
and smartly, the world IS watching

The above represents a quick snapshot of how the economy and water are
expercing a similar crisis, the only way our environment is ever going to be able to
recover from the water deficit is to allow the earths ecological banking system to
work!!!

Where can this banking system be found and what types-of resources are needed
to make this accounting system function properly?? The recharge areas, which
allow water from rainfall to percolate into the Floridan Aquifer quickly and the
wetlands, which hold (save) water after the rainfall event, must be protected NOW!!

The location of the proposed Levy 1 and 2 nuclear power plants would be in the
area of the single most important recharge zone for southern Levy County and thus
for the Waccaassa Bay, the Big Bend Seagrass Beds, the Withlacoochee River and
its associated watershed area, the Goethe State Forrest, the Gulf Hammock Wildlife
Preserve the Rainbow Springs Watershed area and aquaculture farms in Cedar Key
and of utmost importance for the area would be that it provides fresh drinking



water to the inhabitants of most of the southern part of Levy and Marion County
and to the northern part of Citrus County. This small red zone shown on the Levy
County, Floridan Aquifer Vulnerability Assessment map (ex.1) shows an area where
our groundwater's quantity and quality are extremely vulnerable. It is a very karst
area, meaning that the thin limestone covering of the Floridan Aquifer has lots of
hole in it (sinkholes in fact) (ex 2), and water can and will flow in many different
directions, it just depends on the amount of water in the system!

Surrounding the vulnerability recharge area (money spent quickly) is the most
important assets Florida has, the wetlands (savings account). From Cedar Key
through an area north of Bronson and over to Daytona Beach it is now known that
the aquifer only receives water from rainfall. The monitoring well set up north of
the proposed power plant area (Tidewater station) * by USGS shows that the system
is at a critical stage for water quantity a lot of the year. The less rainfall, the less
water there is to go into the system. The less water in a system along with extremely
high increases in consumption can and will be catastrophic to this area.

. We tend to think of countries that have lots of oil under their feet as being rich.
We should understand that an area with fresh, clean water has a treasure under
their feet and it must not be wasted anymore. Placing the proposed plants in this
area would contribute to the degradation of the ecological banking system that has
worked for this earth in the past and would work better in the future if the area was
restored. We can use the wetlands and the trees that will grow there as part of the
carbon sequestration banking system in a truly safe, clean and secure world using
many combinations of RENEWABLE resources

It has been estimated that to provide water needs for all uses through 2030, the
world will need to invest as much as $1 trillion a year on technologies toward that
end. By not placing even more demands on the Floridan Aquifer, but to restore
habitat and allowing nature to work as it was intended to, there does exist a low cost
system to provide the most precious commodity we all need; clean and fresh water.

Thank You,
Emily Casey
Southern Director
Environmental Alliance of North Florida (EANoF)
Also on behalf of the Nature Coast Serria Club
(
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TIDEWATER MONITERING WELL

Progress Energy's environmental report documents all wells in the area that have
been used in the past for monitoring quantity and quality, except for ONE - Tidewater.

USGS website: wdr.water.usgs.gov
Tidewater #1 - Floridan Aquifer System

The very one that is active, monitored and recording everyday. It is north and a
little east of the proposed plant location and thus gives a good picture of the water
flowing within the Floridan Aquifer at any moment. This well for the past several years
has been reading in the critical stages. This shows there is already stress on the system -
what will 1 million gallons per day or more a day, pumped out do to this system??
It is stated by PE that the water movement is west - southwest in the proposed area,
which is just in line with the water the well is monitoring.

From an important recharge zone in this area the water flows downward in all
directions. Some available water flows toward the Rainbow Springs Watershed, some
flows toward the Waccassassa River Basin and still some flows toward the
Withlacoochee River Basin. It is hard to predict in the extremly karst area, just where the
water will flow. It all depends on the amount of water in the system at any time; an inch
difference in the topography will make a difference as to the type of plant life that will
live there.

Thus another problem - It is stated in the text for Table 2.3.18 that almost no surface
water is usage within a 50 mile radius of the LNP site. The logic used to rationalize why
the surface water contamination would be small is appalling. Even if air contamination
were small it does not mean that water contamination would be small!! The problem here
is the fact that there is very little difference in surface water and groundwater. The
surface water becomes part of the Floridan aquifer rapidly in this area -hence the reason
it is vulnerable!

The biggest problem with this statement is when PE has explained what the MACCS2
Computer air pollution model analysis and then states this program does not model
groundwater pathways (for example, aquifers). Then, how can an assumption be made
that any effects would be small?? Both water quantity and water quality for all living
things in the environment are in peril if these plants are allowed to be built.
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Figure 12. Effective karst features evidential theme buffered into 100-ft zones for proximity analysis in the weights of evidence analysis.
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Figure 11. Generalized recharge potential evidential theme; based on calculated weights analysis blue areas share a weaker associationwith training points and thereby aquifer vulnerability, whereas red areas share a stronger association with training points.
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Figure 10. Generalized soil pedality evidential theme; based on calculated weights analysis blue areas share a weaker association with
training points and thereby aquifer vulnerability, whereas red areas share a stronger association with training points.
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Figure 9. Effective karst features resulting from circular index method applied to U.S. Geological Survey 7.5-minute topographical contourlines combined with sinkholes from the Florida Geological Survey sinkhole database.
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Figure 13. Generalized effective karst feature evidential theme; based on calculated weights analysis blue areas share a weaker association
with trainina points and therebv aauifer vulnerability, whereas red areas share a strnnanr a-nritainn with traininn nsiitc
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Figure 14. Relative vulnerability map for the Levy County Aquifer Vulnerability Assessment project. Classes of vulnerability are based on
calculated favorability of a unit area containing a training point, or a monitor well with water quality sample results indicative of
vulnerability.











Hydrologic Divide
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Most of the Florida peninsula is a hydroI2gjc
island. It depends totally on local rainfall to meet
its freshwater needs. Only 44 percent of the
state's rain falls south of the hydrologic divide;
yet that area is home to 78 percent of the state's
permanent population and accounts for 75
percent of the state's water use (Betz 1984).
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whether the vegetation is dominated by
trees (swamps) or by grasses (marshes).
Cypress ponds, strands, prairies, river
swamps, floodplains, freshwater marshes,
wet prairies, salt marshes and mangrove
swamps are all wetlands.

Wetlands perform many valuable
functions. They provide vital habitats for
fish and wildlife. They improve water
quality by trapping nutrients such as
nitrogen and phosphorus, toxic
substances and disease-causing
microorganisms. They slow and intercept

runoff, protect shorelines and banks from
erosion, and protect upland areas from
floods.

Wetlands once covered half of Florida.
Over one-half of these wetlands have been
drained for agriculture, flood control and
residential development. Extensive areas
of remaining wetlands include the
Everglades and Big Cypress Swamp in
southern Florida, Green Swamp in central
Florida, Okefenokee Swamp near the
Florida-Georgia border, and Tates Hell
Swamp in northwest Florida.

Wetlands
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MWetlands

Pre-1900 Wetlands
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224 Soil Survey

TABLE 10.--BUILDING SITE DEVELOPMENT

(Some terms that describe restrictive soil features are defined in the Glossary. See text for definitions ot
"slight, "moderate," and "severe." Absence of an entry indicates that the soil was not rated. The
information in this table indicates the dominant soil condition but does not eliminate the need for onsit
investigation)

Soil name and
map symbol

Shallow
excavations

Dwellings
without

Dwellings I
with I

Small
commercial

Local roads
and streets

Lawns and
landscapifte

I basements I basements I buildings I
I I I

2 ---------------- Severe: ISlight --------- Moderate: ISlight --------- ISlight --------- Severe:
Tavares I cutbanks cave.1 I wetness. I I I droughty.

I I I I
3 ----------------ISevere:
Orsino I cutbanks

4 ---------------- ISevere:
Millhopper I cutbanks

5 ---------------- ISevere:
Immokalee cutbanks

wetness.

6 ---------------- ISevere:
Candler I cutbanks

7:
Candler -------- Severe:

I cutbanks

Apopka --------- ISevere:
I cutbanks

cave.

cave.

cave,

Slight --------- Moderate:
I wetness.

Slight --------- IModerate:
I wetness.

Severe: Severe:
wetness. I wetness.

IModerate:
I slope.
I

ISlight ---------. Severe:
I I droughty.

ISlight ---------- ISlight --------- Moderate:
II I droughty.

II I
ISevere: Severe: Severe:

wetness. I wetness. I wetness,
I I I droughty.

II I
ISlight ---------. Slight ---------. Slight ---------. Slight --------- ISevere:

cave.I I I I droughty.
II I I I
II I I I
ISlight ---------- ISlight --------- ISlight ---------- ISlight ---------- ISevere:

cave.I I I I droughty.
I I I I

ISlight ---------. Slight --------- ISlight ---------- ISlight ---------. Severe:
cave. I I I I droughty.

I I III

Ii wetness. I wetness. I wetness. I wetness. I wetness.
i i I I

Smyrna
I-

I wetness.

Pomona I wetness.

10 --------------. Severe:
Placid I cutbanks

I wetness.

ISevere:
cave,j wetness

ponding.

Samsula ---------ISevere: ISevere:
I cutbanks cave, ponding,
I excess humus, I low strength.
I ponding. I

12:
Otela ----------- Severe: ISlight --------

cutbanks cave. I

I

wetness.

ISevere:
Iwetness.

Se$vere:

I ponding.

I Moderate:
I wetness.

I Severe:
I wetness.

I
I

wetness.

ISevere:
I wetness.

1

I 1Sever:
I wetness.

I

I

ISevere:
I ponding.
I

I

ISevere:
Ipending,
Iexcess humus.

I I

Severe: Severe:
I ponding, I ponding.
I low strength. I

ISlight ---------. Slight ---------
I I
I I

IModerate:
I droughty.

I
Candler --------. Severe:

I cutbanks

13 ---------------ISevere:
Wekiva I depth to

I wetness.

ISlight --------- ISlight ---------
cave.I I

II
ISlight --------- ISlight ---------. Severe:

I I droughty.
I I

ISevere:
rock, I wetness,

I depth toI

ISevere:
I wetness,

rock.] depth to

Severe:
I wetness,

rock.1 depth to

ISevere: Severe:
I depth to rock,i wetness,

rock.1 wetness. I depth to rocX.
I I
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TABLE 10--BUILDING SITE DEVELOPMENT--Continued

I II
e and I Shallow Dwellings Dwellings
bol excavations without with

basements basements

Lle ----- Severe:
I cutbanks

-ISevere:
Icutbanks

---ISevere:
I cutbanks

Iwetness.

---ISevere:
I cutbanks
I wetness.

---ISevere:
I wetness.

ISlight --------- Moderate:
cave.1 I wetness.

ISlight --------- Moderate:
cave.1 I wetness.

ISevere:
cave,j flooding,

wetness.

ISevere:
cave,I flooding,

I wetness.

ISevere:
I flooding,

wetness.

1 cutanka ave1 subsides,

e flooding,
wetness wetness.

17 --------------- Severe: Moderate:
Adamsville I cutbanks cave,j wetness.

I wetness. I

18 ---------------ISevere: ISevere:
Wauchula I cutbanks cave,j wetness.

I wetness. I

19 -------------- Severe: IModerate:
Sparr I cutbanks cave, wetness.

I wetness. I

21 -------------- Severe: Severe:
Pompano I cutbanks cave,j wetness.

I wetness. I

22 -------------- Severe: Severe:
Rolopaw I cutbanks cave,j wetness.

I wetness. I

ISevere:
I flooding,
I wetness.

Severe:
I flooding,
I wetness.

ISevere:
I flooding,
I wetness.

I subsides,
I flooding,
I wetness.

ISevere:
I wetness.

ISevere:
wetness.

ISevere:
Iwetness.

ISevere:
wetness.

ISevere:
Iwetness.

ISevere:
I wetness.

ISevere:
I subsides,
I ponding.

I I

Small Local roads I Lawns al
commercial and streets I landscap.
buildings I

ISlight -- - - - Slight --------- IModerate:
I Idroughty.
I I
ISlight ---------- Slight --------- Moderate:
I I I droughty.I II

I II
Severe: Severe: ISevere:

I flooding, I flooding, I wetness,
wetness. wetness. flooding.

Severe: Severe: Severe:
I flooding. I wetness, I wetness,
I I flooding. I droughty,
I I I flooding.
I II
I II
ISevere: ISevere: Severe:
I flooding, I wetness, I wetness,
I wetness. I flooding. I flooding.
I I

I subsides, I subsies, I ,
I flooding, I wetness, I
I wetness. I flooding. I

nd
ing

M"s.

IModerate:
I wetness.

I
IISevere:
I wetness.

I
IIModerate:I wetness.

Iwetness.
I Severe:

I wetness.

ISevere:
I subsides,
I ponding,

I low strength.

IModerate:
I wetness.

ISevere:
I wetness.

IModerate:
I wetness.
I
I
ISevere:
I wetness.

ISevere:
I wetness.

IModerate:
I wetness.

ISevere:
I subsides,

ponding.

I Moderate:
I droughty,
I too sandy.

ISevere:
I wetness.

IModerate:
I wetness,
I droughty.

ISevere:
I wetness,
I droughty.

ISevere:
I wetness,
I droughty.

IModerate:
I droughty,
I too sandy.

ISevere:
I ponding,
I excess humus.

23 -------------- Severe:
Zolfo I cutbanks cave

I wetness.

24 --------------. Severe:
Terra Ceia I excess humus,

I ponding.

25:
Pits.

Dumps. I

IModerate:
, wetness.

ISevere:
I subsides,
I ponding,
I low strength.








